
Notes from VAT conference:

 

**********************

 

Speakers:

Alex Mazzoni, es-Fraser Yachts.

Thierry Voisin, ECPY President.

Ezzio, Italian lawyer.

 

 

1/ ITALIAN TAX UPDATE

 

Alex Mazzoni / Ezzio.

 

·         CUSTOMS ANSWERS

Cruising in Italy is legal with EU or non EU flagged yachts. Given the yacht has VAT
representation, ie that the yacht has registered to pay VAT in Italy.

VAT is to be paid in the country where the guests board.

 

 

·         VAT is being implemented by Italy, but soon Croatia, France and eventually Spain will
follow.

 



·         Embark Bonifacio to cruise mainly in Sardinia is NOT accepted by the Italian authorities.
This could be investigated and the VAT could be claim in this case, as Alex kindly reminded
us that all yachts movements can be radar-tracked. Addendum to cover?

 

The charterers should know the itinerary before boarding, and pay the tax accordingly. BUT
90% of the time the itinerary changes at the last minute!

Thierry suggested we should provide proof that the initial intention of the guests was to
cruise France only (eg: with proofs of berths/restaurants bookings).

To be safe, all yachts should be registered for Italian VAT before summer.

Reminder:

-          Non-EU yachts appoint a fiscal representative

-          EU yachts can apply directly to the Pescara office.

/!\ it takes about 2 to 3 weeks to issue a VAT number.

 

Important note:

The Italian Authorities are not considering that a voyage going from Sardinia to
Corsica is an international voyage, even if you take a dog leg to go outside the 12
mile limit and then back in.  Their view is that a good portion of the cruising has to
be outside Italian waters in international waters.  The close proximity of Sardinia to
Corsica means that you go from one countries waters straight into another
countryʼs waters without going into international waters.  Therefore the rate of VAT
would be the full rate 21%/22% and so please ensure that you book these charters
at the appropriate full rate and not reduced rate.  If at the end of the charter the
authorities are satisfied that the charter has been truly and international one then,
the client can get a refund of the additional VAT paid but if it is the other way round,
the Owner could be left with a hefty bill which they would no doubt pass onto their
Charter Manager to pay.  If there is any doubt please get the planned itinerary
checked out prior to the charter so that we have an informed opinion of what the
likely rate will be.

 

Fine for non-payment of VAT:

-          Registered yacht = 30% of the VAT fee



-          Non-registered yacht = 100% of the VAT fee

 

·         CURRENT IVA RATE: 21%

From 1 July: SHOULD be 22%, but still not certain.

We are advised to charge 22% / 6.6% for charters starting after 1 July, and then we will
reimburse the client. No other situation.

The invoice should be issued before the charter. This allows the amount to be amended
anytime before the end.

After the charter ends, the tax office gives 16 days to pay the tax.

 

·         APA: the taxable part of the APA is when the invoice was NOT made in name of the
charterer. Apply same rate as charter fee.

FUEL: if the purchase was made in the name of the owning company, i.e. duty-free: then
VAT is due on the consumption.

Delivery and re-delivery fees are taxable.

 

 

2/ FRENCH TAX UPDATE

 

Meeting in Brussels on the 28 May, with the French Tax Department Representatives.

 

Still nothing sure.

·         The finance law should be in place for December 2013, still agreed, however it might be
enforced in July in France.

We might need to start applying tax from 1 July 2013. For France, Thierry



Voisin said the tax would be applied to charters SIGNED AFTER the 1st July.
According to him, charters signed and paid for before 1 July will remain
under the “old” law, i.e. tax-exempt.

 

·         TAX RATE: 9.8%.

On the charter agreement, should mention 19.6% with 50% reduction. The client should be
paying 9.8%.

For any contracts signed and paid BEFORE 1 July, no tax will be applied.

French Customs are competent on grounds of tax revenue only on fuel, not VAT.

 

·         FUEL AND PROVISIONING

0% tax until 2014. Commercial yachts remain exempt.

 

·         MARKET PRICE

What is market price? Owners’ charters.

French Customs Office are fine with a 20% reduced rate for owners charters (eg: if our
charter rate is 100,000, then maximum rate for owners should be 80,000).

Given the yacht is Commercial. Below 80% is not approved.

 

·         Funds can be taken from the Management account to pay for Owners charters! If all
accounting is correct.

 

·         REFUELING IN FRANCE:

4 days after and before the charter. The amount of fuel can only equal what has been used
during the previous charter (equal to last journey).

To refuel more than what was consumed, you need an authorization, which is easy to get.



Authorities are controlling duty-free fuelling in France.

 

·         CHARTER CANCELLATION

Duty free fuel and provisioning must be declared to customs if the charter is cancelled.

They won't do anything but will be noted.

Alcohol-suppliers must be informed: they will either cancel the invoice and take back the
goods OR the yacht will need to pay duty on the alcohol.

 

·         CASH ON BOARD

If the yacht carries more than EUR 10,00 per person/crew member/boat money, this should
be declared and cleared with French Customs.

Eg: Even if the yacht is en route to Napoli, and stops at anchor for 5hours, it must declare
the cash onboard.

If authorities find 10,000 plus in same place, this considered separate.

 

·         STATUS CHANGE

Yachts cannot change status from commercial to pleasure during the season. Exception: if it
has never been imported, then it can change to commercial after owner’s use.

 

·         FREE CHARTER AND CHARITY

Pleasure Yacht can be lent for free to anyone. EU residents can only be lent a VAT paid
yacht.

If lent for free to a French Resident, occasional use will not be pursued. However a droit de
passeport or droit annuel will be applied for regular use of the yacht.

 



IF owner onboard: can have EU or non-EU guests

IF owner not onboard: only non-EU guests.

 

If the winner of a charity event is EU resident -> he will simply need an authorization and
will be allowed onboard. Otherwise he might be caught for not asking permission.

 

·         LOG BOOK

Must contain all elements of safety of the vessel, cargo and passengers, administrative
situation, start/end of the charter, name of the charterer and his guests.

 

In case of control, captain will need to present:

-          Certificate of registration

-          The charter agreements for the past 3 years

-          Duty-fee provisions

-          Passenger list

-          Captain’s work contract – with its limits of information disclosure/power. Anything the
captain says can be retained against the charter manager.

Thierry quote “if you're going to be bad you have to be good at it


